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From: Sharlene Manno
To: Development Review Comments; Katie Claypool
Subject: FW: comments for 2/15/2024 PZC meeting - Union Park PDP
Date: Wednesday, February 14, 2024 4:52:28 PM
Attachments: 2-15-24 PZC letter.pdf

Shar Manno
Administration Services Manager
Community Development & Neighborhood Services
970.221.6767
smanno@fcgov.com

From: Greg Rosing <grosing@msn.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2024 2:01 PM
To: Sharlene Manno <smanno@fcgov.com>
Cc: fridaysr1derful@yahoo.com; Jeff and Laurel <ljjanelle@1791.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] comments for 2/15/2024 PZC meeting - Union Park PDP

Attached are comments for the February 15, 2024 Planning and Zoning Commission meeting,
regarding the Union Park Project Development Plan.
Please accept the and distribute to all PZC members prior to the meeting.
Thank you.

Greg Rosing
2608 Southfield Court
Fort Collins, CO  80525
(970) 689-9222
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February 14, 2024 

 

City of Fort Collins 

Planning and Zoning Commission 

 

To the members of the PZC: 

As you consider the Project Development Plan for Union Park, we again urge you to have the 

developer NOT INCLUDE the street connection to Edmonds Road.   

As you will likely recall, some residents of the Woodland Park neighborhood appealed the 

previous decision to approve the project with the alternative compliance (with a traffic signal on 

Ziegler at Hidden Pond) based on the assertion that without a street connection to Edmonds 

Road, the development would lack full connectivity per the Fort Collins Land Use Code section 

3.6.3.  While we understand that you approved the Union Park ODP with that connection (when 

remanded back to the PZC by the City Council), we would like to present some information that 

was not sufficiently represented at the time of that decision. 

They stated that the Union Park connection to Edmonds Road would increase the traffic counts 

on Paddington sufficiently to warrant a traffic light on Ziegler Road at Paddington Road/Grand 

Teton Place instead of at Hidden Pond Drive.  They stated that they want the traffic light located 

at Paddington Road/Grand Teton Place to increase connectivity between the two 

neighborhoods because it is very difficult for residents of Woodland Park to cross Ziegler Road 

in order to get to English Ranch Park.  While they were honest about wanting the traffic light at 

their preferred location, it is clear they are more concerned about how long it takes to turn left 

while exiting their neighborhood than about getting across Ziegler Road into the English Ranch 

neighborhood.  Please refer to the January 2024 Union Park Mixed-Use Transportation Impact 

Study (prepared by Delich Associates), Page 6, Figure 3, Recent Peak Hour Traffic and Page 7, 

Figure 4, Average/Balanced Recent Peak Hour Traffic – please note that the study shows exactly 

zero trips from the Woodland Park neighborhood across Ziegler to the English Ranch 

neighborhood and zero trips in the opposite direction.  If there were truly a desire for the 

Woodland Park residents to commute to the English Ranch neighborhood, it would show in the 

traffic study.  Again, their sole reason to appeal the approval of the development with the 

alternative compliance, and with the traffic signal located at Hidden Pond Drive, is that it did not 

give them the sense of immediate resolution of their frustration with turning left out of their 

neighborhood.   
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They stated that most of the English Ranch residents support the connection of the Union Park 

development to Edmonds.  This is emphatically untrue.  English Ranch resident Jeff Janelle has 

collected signatures from over 500 English Ranch residents who are OPPOSED to such a 

connection due to the foreseeable impacts. 

While we are sympathetic to their frustration, eventually resolving their problem by requiring 

the street connection from Union Park to Edmonds Road WILL create much more traffic through 

the English Ranch neighborhood on streets that are not up to current Connector Street 

standards and WILL CHANGE THE CHARACTER OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD by making the streets 

less safe for pedestrians and cyclist that currently travel the Kingsley Drive corridor in significant 

numbers.  With over 5,000 daily trip ends estimated by the transportation impact study noted 

above, it is guaranteed that many of those trips will ‘cut through’ the English Ranch 

neighborhood.  Traffic will back up at Paddington Road and Ziegler Road just as it does on the 

Target access road.  When that is backed up, drivers will travel north on Kingsley Drive.  

Motorists will travel north on Kingsley Drive to Horsetooth Road and drivers, knowing that 

traffic backs up at the stop sign at Horsetooth Road, will travel west on Sunstone Drive to 

Caribou Drive and then to Timberline Road.  This is where there is the most danger for residents 

as that road is too narrow and has too many elementary student crossings to handle more 

traffic. 

English Ranch residents are not opposed to the connectivity goal of the Land Use Code.  We 

know that you can have connectivity without direct vehicular access as is evident with the 

pedestrian and cyclist access between Front Range Village and English Ranch.  In fact, we feel 

that there is greater community connectivity when residents travel as pedestrians and/or 

cyclists rather than as motorists since there is greater opportunity to interact when passing on 

foot or on bike than there is when passing in cars and trucks.  If you continue to provide more 

and more vehicular access, the result will be more vehicular usage – contrary to multiple goals 

and objectives of the City of Fort Collins to reduce residents’ reliance on cars and trucks to move 

about in the city. 

With the above information in mind, it makes no sense to placate the traffic concerns of the 

motorists in one much smaller neighborhood by reducing the pedestrians and cyclists of a much 

larger neighborhood.  Such a decision, specifically, is in opposition to various stated purposes of 

the City of Fort Collins Land Use Code: 

(F) encouraging patterns of land use which decrease trip length of automobile travel and 
encourage trip consolidation. 

(G) increasing public access to mass transit, sidewalks, trails, bicycle routes and other 
alternative modes of transportation. 
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(H) reducing energy consumption and demand. 

(M) ensuring that development proposals are sensitive to the character of existing 
neighborhoods. 

…and is in opposition to the City of Fort Collins goals and objectives: 

To reduce carbon emissions specific amounts with the goal of being carbon neutral by 2050 

To improve indoor and outdoor air quality 

To support an efficient, reliable transportation system for all modes of travel, and reduce vehicle 

miles traveled (VMT) 

To reduce auto-dependency and increase other mode shares 

 

Further, there are numerous examples of very fine developments/neighborhoods in Fort Collins 

that do not have street connections to at least three major arterials.  You can start with the 

Woodland Park and Hidden Pond neighborhoods… the fact that there is access to only one 

arterial hasn’t driven residents to find better housing options elsewhere nor has it reduced their 

property values.  In spite of this, some residents of Woodland Park are determined to 

significantly increase the traffic through English Ranch to further their efforts to obtain a traffic 

signal EXACTLY where they want it.  It is not right that the residents (of Woodland Park) who will 

not be affected by this increase in traffic and hazards to pedestrians and cyclists are able to 

force the decision to do just that. 

We understand that the PZC has the authority for modification of standards, so it is entirely 

possible for you to again approve the Union Park development without the street connection to 

Edmonds Road, just as it is possible to approve the PDP with the two additional modifications 

requested by the developer in the PDP before you on February 15, 2024.  We hope that your 

decision on the PDP will include NO CONNECTION to Edmonds Road and we will be watching 

the results closely.   

 

Sincerely, 

Greg Rosing and Melodee Barcelona 

2608 Southfield Court 

Fort Collins, CO  80525 
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From: Sharlene Manno
To: Development Review Comments; Katie Claypool
Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL] Re: SLIDE 1 for P and Z Hearing
Date: Wednesday, February 14, 2024 6:52:06 PM

Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device
Get Outlook for Android

From: Jeff and Laurel Janelle <ljjanelle@1791.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2024 4:06:26 PM
To: Sharlene Manno <smanno@fcgov.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: SLIDE 1 for P and Z Hearing
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From: Ryan Mounce
To: Development Review Comments; Sharlene Manno; Katie Claypool
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] english ranch connection road from mega density development
Date: Thursday, February 15, 2024 10:58:32 AM

Em / Katie / Shar,

Forwarding this public comment that just came in regarding the Union Park item tonight at P&Z.
Wasn’t sure if this was already included in some of the other messages that came in overnight and
this morning.

Ryan Mounce
Planning Services
City of Fort Collins
970.224.6186  |  rmounce@fcgov.com

From: dave poppe <poppe.dave@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, February 15, 2024 10:29 AM
To: Ryan Mounce <RMounce@fcgov.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] english ranch connection road from mega density development

Hi Ryan,
I may not be able to make it to the meeting today.
And I know it's late, but I would like to voice my opposition to a connection between the new
MegaDensity development and english ranch/fox stone.  
The connection to Paddington should not be done.
Our streets are not built for that density and all the new traffic between many houses and the park
would be a danger to people going to the park.

Please oppose this connection to paddington.

I really think the development is a bad thing to do  I think the new development is going to put more
people in the 31? acre site than we may have in the whole enclosing square mile.
So I'd like to voice my opposition to making such a dense development next to a 30 year old existing
normal density development.  

Thanks,
Dave Poppe
3731 Stratford Court
719-231-7950.
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